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Key Benefits:
• Increased Productivity and Efficiency
• Predictive Costing Capabilities
• More Efficient Work Methods
• Near-Production Costing Accuracy
• Accurate Production Planning
• Consistent Job Standards
• Analyze Costs in Minutes vs Hours
• Fact-Based Sourcing Decisions
• Gain Manufacturing Control and Visibility
• Enhances Operator Training
• Eliminates Traditional Performance Rating
• Reduction in Unmeasured Work
Key Capabilities/Features:
• Simple Drag & Drop Operation
• Advanced Search Tools
• Browser-Style Navigation
• Multi-Language/Currency
• Export to Excel or Custom SQL Reports
• Attach Videos, Audio, Images, Documents
• System Security at User or Role Level
• Clone Existing Products/Operations
• Apply Changes Selectively or Where-Used
• Identify Capacity & Equipment Requirements
• Convenient Concurrent User Licensing
• Change Log for Administrative Control
Methods Workshop LLC is the leading developer and
provider of engineering and costing software solutions for
the global fashion and sewn products industries. Since
1982, Methods Workshop has provided more than 400
apparel, footwear, furniture, home fashion, transportation,
industrial textiles, and other sewn products companies
with the solutions they need to increase competitiveness
and accelerate speed to market.
Select ETC clients include Brooks Brothers, Cupid
Intimates, Gildan, Leonisa, Ovejita, and Topy Top.
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